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Incubatenergy® Labs is bridging the gap between new 
energy technologies and the utilities that can use them, 
by harnessing the power of collaboration to conduct 
accelerated demonstration projects tailored to the needs of 
the utility and the customers they serve.

2020 has been unlike any year in history – and while our 
teams needed to account for this new, work-from-home life 
in the scope of their respective projects, their creativity and 
innovative spirit have brought forth excellent outcomes and 
insights from these 10 demonstrations.

In the Incubatenergy Labs challenge, startups worked with 
subject matter experts and business leaders from utilities 
and EPRI to scope and conduct these projects, aimed 
at addressing targeted innovation challenges common 
across the group of utilities. Throughout these three-
month projects, the startups and collaborative teams 
were able to design, test, and demonstrate new 
products and services in live utility environments.

We are pleased to present the 10 companies 
selected for the Incubatenergy Labs 2020 
cohort, and highlight the outcomes of these 
projects, run by collaborative teams that 
worked together to define and evaluate new 
opportunities through experiment and 
demonstration.
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Welcome and Opening Remarks   

 Warner Baxter, Chairman, President, and CEO,  
 Ameren Corporation 

 Mike Howard, CEO, EPRI 

Startup Team Presentations
 ev.energy
 Grid Fruit
 IND.T
 Kognitiv Spark
 LineVision
 PingThings
 Recurve     
 RUNWITHIT Synthetics
 SHARC Energy Systems  
 Switched Source

Closing Remarks 

Virtual Networking & Scheduled 
1:1 Meetings among Startups, 
Utilities, Investors

2020 Cohort Demo Day 542
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NOTES
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Ameren and Ameren Accelerator

Challenge category: E-mobility

Contact: joseph.vellone@ev.energy

Snapshot: The company offers a wireless platform that 
optimizes electric vehicle (EV) charging to save customers 
money and align EV loads with renewable energy 
generation.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Can managed EV charging deliver value to EV drivers 

and to the utilities that serve them? Ameren deployed 
ev.energy’s software platform to EV drivers in its service 
territory to quantify the value of managed charging in terms 

of customer savings, carbon emissions reduction, and a non-
wires alternative to reduce grid impact. After remotely on-

boarding 40 EV drivers onto its wireless platform (no hardware 
required!), ev.energy worked with the drivers to optimize their 

charging schedules while still ensuring their vehicle was charged 
by the time they needed it. The result was savings of up to $10/

customer/month from time-of-use rates and dynamic hourly 
pricing,100 lbs. of CO2 emissions avoided per-month by aligning 

EV charging with low-carbon generation, and more than 40 thermal 
constraint events avoided on feeder lines across the Ameren 

network. This pilot proved that managed EV charging can deliver 
value to utilities, its customers, and the environment. The next step is 

for Ameren to roll out this solution to its residential customer base.

Name: ev.energy

Website: ev.energy 

Founded: 2018

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Palo Alto, 
California; London, 
England
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Southern California Edison and Edison 
International 

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Engagement

Contact: jesse@gridfruit.com 

Snapshot: Grid Fruit offers grid-responsive controls 
optimization and digital twinning to improve efficiency 

and reduce peak demands of commercial food service 
refrigeration.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Did you know the low-hanging “fruit” of energy efficiency, 
demand reduction, and decarbonization could be commercial 

refrigeration? Grid Fruit uses data to provide food businesses 
with energy savings and preventive maintenance for their 

refrigeration assets. Southern California Edison and EPRI worked 
with Grid Fruit to use the company’s artificial-intelligence-based 

demand reduction software platform to model the management 
of commercial refrigeration systems across small food stores 

(e.g., 7-Elevens) in California. By connecting the Grid Fruit software 
platform with digital twins they developed of customer stores, 

Grid Fruit produced improved control settings for time-shiftable, 
high-demand cycles in refrigeration to reduce energy bills and peak 

demand costs at the store level, and, when managed in aggregate, 
smooth the power demand across a utility service territory. Grid Fruit 

also demonstrated how these demand reduction strategies reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions across the utility service territory. The 

project generated optimal cycle scheduling commands to coordinate 
high-demand refrigeration cycles in convenience stores operating within 

the SCE territory, accounting for climatic conditions, time-of-day pricing, 
and other grid incentives. In the results, Grid Fruit showed savings of 

$13.5 million/year across the convenience stores of SCE and $24 million/
year in savings to stores across California. The next phase of the project, 
which will be funded through other supplemental project activities, is 

focused on conducting field tests in California.

Name: Grid Fruit

Website: gridfruit.com 

Founded: 2018

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania
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Name: IND Technology 
(IND.T)

Website:  
ind-technology.com.au 

Founded: 2013 in 
Australia; U.S. entity 
launched in 2018.

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: 
Melbourne, Victoria, 
Australia; New York, 
New York

NOTES
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Ameren and Ameren Accelerator

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Resilience

Contact: Andrew.walsh@ind-technology.com.au 

Snapshot: The company’s early fault detection (EFD) 
technology detects electrical faults before they occur, 
which could prevent power losses, wildfires and other 

consequences.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Over the course of this demonstration, Ameren and IND.T 
worked together to deploy 15 sets of EFD data collection units, 
one with a weather station, on sections of its transmission 

and distribution system, remotely located near the state line of 
Illinois and Missouri. The team explored the ability of the EFD 

system and information outputs, to gauge timeliness of insights, 
prevent and mitigate potential issues, and measure avoided cost 

and ease of use by the utility’s transmission and distribution team 
members. 

Upon installing the first set of sensors on an aging 138kV 
transmission circuit, there was a recorded anomaly within 12 hours 
of the sensors going live. Because of the real time detection and 

alerts, these events were able to be inspected immediately with 
internal crews, limiting a potential line failure to a small maintenance 

concern. Looking forward, by incorporating the incoming IND 
Technology sensor data with current maintenance information, Ameren 

can strategically place these sensors in areas with aging infrastructure 
to closely monitor the line health and precisely predict potential issues 

in order to avoid urgent high cost repairs and minimize customer impact.
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

Challenge category: Workforce of the Future

Contact: duncan@kognitivspark.com

Snapshot: Augmented reality platform to connect remote 
utility workers to subject matter experts for task guidance.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
How can augmented reality be used to assist utility 

personnel on the job, enabling them to operate safer, more 
efficiently, and with increased productivity? Kognitiv Spark 

(KS) offers an industrial-grade remote support solution called 
RemoteSpark that uses the Microsoft HoloLens 2 hardware to 

connect field workers with a subject matter expert for real-
time, secure, low-bandwidth assistance wherever in the world 

they’re located. 

RemoteSpark enables experts to communicate with remote 
workers via shared voice and video, photo capture, field-of-view 

annotations, file transfer (files are converted to 3D, spatially-aware 
holograms), and the transfer of multi-step animated hologram. 

These functionalities are designed to help organizations improve 
knowledge transfer, reduce equipment downtime, eliminate errors, 
and cut expert travel. This solution can operate in the cloud, private 

cloud, and on-premise to accommodate an organization’s data 
governance and security policies.

 
In this project EPRI investigated the functionality, ease of use, and 

suitability of this technology in electric utility applications, and has 
demonstrated its capability in scenarios applicable to both generation 

and transmission workers. The KS solution was successfully deployed 
with EPRI engineering staff at EPRI’s Lenox, Massachusetts, Laboratory 

and supported by experts at external sites across the United States. Full 
operational use of RemoteSpark was achieved within 40 minutes of an 

engineer using equipment for the first time.

Name: Kognitiv Spark

Website:  
kognitivspark.com 

Founded: 2016

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Fredericton, 
New Brunswick, 
Canada 
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) 

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Resilience

Contact: ahoughtaling@linevisioninc.com 

Snapshot: LineVision provides non-contact, self-powered, 
transmission line monitors for conductor asset health 
monitoring.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
TVA has deployed LineVision’s non-contact transmission 

line sensors to obtain data and analytics about the health 
of three different transmission lines. The sensors monitor 

conductor sag, blowout, tension, motion, and calculate real-
time conductor conditions. LineVision uses both historic and 

observed data to assess conductor health. The purpose of 
this demonstration was to determine if enough information 
was provided to justify more extensive testing and a wider 

deployment. The installation was straightforward and easy, and 
TVA was receiving data within two weeks. EPRI installed weather 

stations along with this project to evaluate accuracy of sensor 
inputs and outputs. LineVision’s health assessment examined 

potential damage from annealing, under and over-tensioning, 
elongation, maximum operating temperature, and other parameters 

that are compiled in LineVision’s LineHealth report.

Name: LineVision

Website:  
linevisioninc.com 

Founded: 2018

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Somerville, 
Massachusetts
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Ameren and Ameren Accelerator

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Engagement

Contact: sean@pingthings.io 

Snapshot: PingThings offers a time series data platform 
that intakes, stores, visualizes, analyzes, and learns from 
high-definition sensor data in real time at grid scale.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Can sensors help to improve resiliency of the distribution 

grid? Ameren and EPRI investigated and tested the company’s 
PredictiveGrid™ platform for time series data management 

and analytics to get a better view into the distribution system. 
More specifically, this project aimed to develop two related use 

cases—phase identification and secondary modeling using AMI 
and feeder data—to run on PingThings’ platform. The overall 
cost, development experience, time to value, and performance 

of the execution of the analytic will be compared with a parallel 
effort working with native Amazon Web Service (AWS) tools.

Name: PingThings

Website: pingthings.io 

Founded: 2017

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Sacramento, 
California
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Ameren and Ameren Accelerator 

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Engagement

Contact: richard@recurve.com

Snapshot: Recurve’s software analyzes individual building 
use energy for every meter in a utility’s portfolio, allowing 
utility programs to deliver solutions to individual customers 

based on their usage characteristics to maximize customer 
and grid benefits, accurately track energy savings at the 
meter, and create investment-grade portfolios to speed grid 

decarbonization.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
How can a utility use its advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) 
data to identify specific opportunities for energy efficiency and 

demand response for its customers, while optimizing cost-
effectiveness, streamlining customer acquisition, and delivering 

maximum benefit to the grid and in service of policy goals? This 
demonstration applied a piece of Recurve’s software to 200,000 
AMI meters of Ameren’s Illinois business customers. The project 

focused on identifying specific solutions from Ameren’s energy 
efficiency portfolio, which could be delivered to businesses hit 

hardest by the COVID-19 pandemic. Recurve was pleased to partner 
with both Ameren and the EPRI Incubate Energy Accelerator to 

demonstrate how the power of smart meter data combined with 
robust analytics can best serve Ameren’s customers during this crisis.

Name: Recurve

Website: recurve.com 

Founded: 2015

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Mill Valley, 
California
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: EPRI, with support from Salt River Project

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Resilience

Contact: myrna@runwithitsynthetics.com 

Snapshot: RWI uses AI-enabled intelligence systems to 
model complex environments and human behavior, to help 
grid planners integrate distributed energy resources more 

effectively.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Among the most daunting challenges facing utilities is 
predicting and dealing with the impacts of natural disasters. 
Compounding this challenge is the prospect of a “dual event” 

in which a natural disaster (or preemptive counter measures 
thereof) occurs during a public health pandemic. Simulating 

the impacts of such a dual event at the scale of a city district 
–a complex physical system with immense infrastructure and 

human dynamics within that system –is a modeling conundrum. 
RWI has been applying its artificial intelligence (AI) modeling 

sophistication to simulate the impacts of a dual event on people, 
utility infrastructure, and community infrastructure in a 15 square 

mile district in the Phoenix/Tempe metro area served by Salt River 
Project (SRP). For this proof-of-concept, RWI has been simulating 

how dual events can stress critical infrastructures and expose 
vulnerable people in the community. RWI’s novel approach features 

compelling geo-spatial visualizations that can inform utility planning.

Name: RUNWITHIT (RWI) 
Synthetics

Website:  
rwisynthetics.com 

Founded: 2014

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: Southern California Edison, with support 
from Ameren, Con Edison, and TVA

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Engagement

Contact: lynn.mueller@sharcenergy.com 

Snapshot: SHARC provides multifamily building wastewater 
heat recovery systems.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
An average person uses 60 gallons of water per day, 50% 

of which is heated and goes down the drain. SHARC Energy 
Systems aims to capture this wasted heat and recycle it. 

SHARC Energy’s Piranha product line is a self-contained central 
heat pump system that uses a specifically designed direct 

expansion heat exchanger to extract thermal energy from a 
building’s wastewater for domestic hot water production. By 

capturing and reusing this waste heat, the heat pump operates 
at high efficiencies of more than 5.0 COP. The goal of the 

project was to demonstrate the performance of this new heat 
recovery heat pump with beneficial air conditioning to quantify 

the overall energy savings and the associated GHG reduction. The 
project occurred in North Vancouver, British Columbia, at a 60 unit 
apartment complex. To date, the Piranha HC has been successfully 

running for three months and has demonstrated the capacity to 
completely replace the natural gas boilers. The next step for this 

technology is further demonstration with an independent evaluation 
to quantify the performance of this technology over a longer period. 

The team also may explore demonstration in other sites such as larger 
apartment buildings, laundromats, and commercial kitchens. 

Name: SHARC Energy 
Systems

Website:  
sharcenergy.com 

Founded: 2010

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Port 
Coquitlam, British 
Columbia, Canada
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COMPANY INFO

Hosted by: EPRI, with support from Ameren

Challenge category: Customer and Community 
Resilience

Contact: CMurray@SwitchedSource.com 

Snapshot: An alum of the 2017 Ameren Accelerator, 
Switched Source has continued to develop its power 
electronics solutions to help manage distribution system 

load and improve power quality.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Electric utilities have always experienced some level of 
phase imbalance due to the use of single-phase laterals for 
power delivery to single phase loads like homes and small 

commercial customers. To mitigate this imbalance, utilities 
deploy line regulators or manually re-balance the lines by re-

tapping laterals, which requires a customer outage. Imbalance 
can be exacerbated with growing penetrations of distributed 

generation such as rooftop solar. EPRI worked with Switched 
Source to perform power system modeling and simulation using 

the company’s Phase-EQ technology to better understand this 
technology’s ability to reduce imbalance on the grid. This work was 

performed with data from actual distribution feeders provided by 
utility collaborators. The Phase-EQ is a bolt-on, power electronics 

device that can be installed at feeder mid-points or substations 
and eliminate phase imbalance and neutral currents. The Phase-

EQ allows for the dynamic balancing of phases and can increase the 
circuit’s capacity to support distributed generation as well as load. In 

addition to the simulation and modeling effort, this industry/EPRI/utility 
collaboration investigated different value streams for the deployment 

of the device through a cost-benefit analysis that captured value 
streams associated with voltage optimization and reduced operational 

expenditures.

Name: Switched Source

Website:  
switchedsource.com 

Founded: 2016

Stage: Product 
Launched

Location: Vestal,  
New York
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JORDAN BEACH
Electrification and 
Energy Efficiency 
Solutions Manager 
Ameren

SCOTT HIXSON
Digital Innovation 
Engineer, Ameren

NICHOLAS 
CROWDER
Energy Efficiency Advisor, 
Ameren

OMAR SIDDIQUI
Sr. Program Manager, 
Energy Utilization,  
EPRI

CODY DAVIS
Career Engineer, DER 
Integration & Strategies, 
Ameren

AMMI AMARNATH
Senior Technical 
Executive, Energy 
Utilization, EPRI

MATT BUCK
Sr. Technical Leader, 
Generation, EPRI

JAMIE DUNCKLEY
Technical Leader, Electric 
Transportation, EPRI

ED BEROSET
Principal Technical 
Leader, Information 
and Communications 
Technology, Ameren

RAM 
NARAYANAMURTHY
Program Manager, Energy 
Utilization, EPRI

SILVIA KHURRUM
Senior Engineer, Con 
Edison

JEREMIAH DEBOEVER
Engineer/Scientist,  
Power System Studies, 
EPRI

JEFF HACKMAN
Sr. Director, 
Development and 
Special Projects, 
Ameren

JAMES LINDER
Innovation Scout, TVA

EDWIN HORNQUIST
Emerging Technologies 
Program Manager, 
Southern California 
Edison

JOE CRAIG
Energy Efficiency Advisor, 
Ameren

GARY RECTOR
Data Scientist, SRP

DOUG LINDSEY
Engineer/Scientist, 
Customer Technologies, 
EPRI

JOSEPH POTVIN
Techical Leader, 
Distribution and 
Distribution Assets, EPRI

JUSTIN BELL
Sr. Technical Leader, 
Transmission, EPRI
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PROJECT LEADS

ev.energy

PingThings

Recurve

RWI Synthetics

Switched Source

PingThings

Recurve

SHARC Energy Systems SHARC Energy Systems

Switched Source

Recurve

RWI Synthetics

Grid Fruit

Kognitiv Spark

ev.energy

IND Technology IND Technology

LineVision

Grid Fruit

LineVision
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PROGR AM ADVISORS
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EDWIN 
HORNQUIST
Emerging Technologies 
Program Manager, 
Southern California 
Edison

JAMES LINDER
Innovation Scouting, 
TVA

NADIA EL MALLAKH
Area Vice President 
Strategic Partnerships,  
Xcel Energy

AL CHOI
Manager Business 
Innovation Innovation 
and Transformation 
Office, Xcel Energy

CATHERINE 
O’BRIEN
Sr. Research 
Engineer, SRP

ELI GERSON
Manager of 
Innovation, 
Ameren

R. DALE HARRIS
Senior Manager, 
Research and 
Development, TVA

TATUM AUVIL
Research Associate, 
Emerging 
Technologies, EPRI

ALAN ETTLINGER
Sr Director Research 
Technology 
Development and 
Innovation, NYPA

CHICO HUNTER
Manager Research 
and Development, 
SRP

ERIC DAVIS
Innovation Hub, 
ConEd

KING LOOK
R & D, ConEd

ROOPESH 
AGGARWAL
Senior Director 
Business Innovation, 
Xcel Energy

TERANG KIM
Principal Manager 
Strategic Planning,  
Edison Intl

CHAD JOHNSON
Senior Education 
Specialist, NPPD

STEVE KIDWELL
Vice President, 
Corporate Planning, 
Ameren

AMY BURKE 
HENRY
Director of Transforma-
tive Innovation, TVA

ARSHAD 
MANSOOR
President, EPRI

MARK 
MCGRANAGHAN
VP, Innovation, EPRI

STEVE PATTON
Innovation and 
Technology Lead, 
AEP

ANNIE HAAS
Program Co-Lead 
& Senior Project 
Manager, EPRI

STEVE STELLA
Advisor, Emerging 
Energy Technologies, 
EPRI

ERIK STEEB
Incubatenergy 
Lead, EPRI

DANIELLE 
WILSEY
Innovation Business 
Analyst, Ameren
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HOST UTILITIES

PARTICIPATING UTILITIES
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